Design and test of robotic harvesting system for cherry tomato
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Abstract: Harvesting of fresh-eating cherry tomato was highly costly on labor and time. In order to achieve mechanical harvesting for the fresh-eating tomato, a new harvesting robot was designed, which consisted of a stereo visual unit, an end-effector, manipulator, a fruit collector, and a failed vehicle. The robot configuration and workflow design focused on the special cultivating condition. Three key parts were introduced in detail: a railroad vehicle capable of moving on both ground and rail was adopted as the robot’s carrier, a visual servo unit was used to identify and locate the mature fruits bunch, and the end-effector to hold and separate the fruit bunch was designed based on the stalk’s mechanical features. The field test of the new developed robot was conducted and the results were analyzed. The successful harvest rate of the robot was 83%, however, each successful harvest averagely needed 1.4 times attempt, and a single successful harvesting cycle cost 8 s excluding the time cost on moving.
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1 Introduction

Fresh-eating tomato is greatly planted and consumed every year in China. More than 732 000 hm² tomato is cultivated for fresh-eating11, and the annual consumption is 21 kg per person31. Timely harvesting is necessary to ensure the edible quality, however the harvesting cost is significantly increasing these years due to continuous rise of labor cost, and actually the harvesting cost has reached 1/4 of the total cost21. Faced with agricultural population loss and labor cost increase, the automatic harvesting technology has caused extensive concerns for the potential application in the future.

As the typical application of robotic technology in agriculture4,5,12, harvesting robot has been researched since 1990s, and the prototypes for picking cucumber5,6, strawberry7,8, orange12 have been developed. However, due to the especial characteristics in agricultural condition, such as unstable sunlight, unstructured work space, and soft mature fruits, it is more difficult for robots to automatically identify and operate the target in greenhouse than in other industry condition. So the robotic harvesting research still needs to overcome many challenges to achieve the commercial usage. The research on harvesting robot mainly focuses on three key points, including the target’s identifying under complex background13-15, the soft fruit’s reliable separating16,17, and the configuration design fitting with the unstructured work space18. And an inexpensive, efficient, and adaptable solution for robotic harvesting is supposed as an acceptable result in future.

In this paper, a harvesting robot system for cherry tomato, the main fresh-eating tomato in China, was introduced, which is supposed to achieve the automatic pick for bunch-shaped fruit. In order to improve the robot’s adaptability and reliability, the main design innovation was focused on visual unit and robot configuration. Besides, the robot’s performance was tested in the greenhouse.

2 Work condition for robotic harvesting

The work condition for tomato harvesting robot is shown in Figure 1a. The distance between the plant rows is 1200 mm. Through releasing the wire for hanging the plant, the mature tomato bunches for harvesting mainly existed in the space of 600-1200 mm above the ground, and 550-750 mm away from the row center. According to cultivating management for the longevity of tomato, the bottom leaves of plant will be removed manually during the maturing of fruits so that the fruits could absorb enough nutrients and sunlight, which is beneficial for automatic harvesting without the collision and overlapping of leaves. The harvesting robot is supposed to move on the rail in the center of the row space. As shown in Figure 1b, the tomato bunch is averagely 200 mm long, 70 mm wide, and its stalk length is about 30 mm. Considering high labor cost of selectively harvesting the single fruit from the bunch, if 90% fruits of one bunch get mature, picking whole bunch other than a single fruit are both acceptable for manual and robotic harvesting, which would be easier and more efficient.

3 Robotic harvesting method

3.1 Prototype model

Based on the analysis on the work condition, the following
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being picked from the plant, the fruit bunch is released to the transport belt, and transported to the fruit container. At the same time the manipulator resets its posture and begins to locate the mature bunch again. So far, the whole automatic harvesting cycle is finished. When all the mature bunches in robot’s view field are harvested, manipulator will be raised by 300 mm to harvest at another height. And the robot will not move ahead again until all the mature fruits in the whole height range are picked. Finally, when the robot reaches the end of the plant row, a container with harvested fruit will be replaced by an empty one.

3.2 Workflow

The harvesting robot moves ahead on the rails after initial setting. Once the vision unit identifies the mature fruit bunch based on the dynamic image information, the robot will stop moving and locate the bunch’s 3-D position, and its manipulator operates the end-effector to approach the target bunch. After

4 Design of key parts

4.1 Railed vehicle

As the robot’s carrier moving on the rail in the row space when harvesting, the railed vehicle also needs to move on the ground to transfer from one row to another. Its wheel structure is shown in Figure 4. The rails are fixed on the ground surface of row end, and supported above the ground surface of inter-row. When railed wheels moves on rails, the universal wheels are suspensory as shown in right of Figure 4. And when the vehicle arrives at the row end, the universal wheels in front of railed wheel contact with ground surface, and raise the railed wheel above the rail as shown in left of Figure 4. Supported by the universal wheels, the robot could be transferred by human to another plant row on the hard-surface ground at the end of plant row, which spend about 1 min. And an automatic winding machine is adopted to collect and release the electrical wire of the robot, through detecting the pull force on the wire, during the robot moving in the plant row.
4.2 Vision unit
Accurately identifying and locating the mature fruit bunches is a key technique of harvesting robot research. In the previously published paper [14], a new vision unit for cherry tomato’s automatic harvesting was introduced. The unit includes a camera, a laser sensor and a manipulator, and its principle model is shown as Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Fruit’s targeting vision unit]

Note: O-X_WY_WZ_W represents world coordinate, O-X_CY_CZ_C represents camera coordinate and O-X_TY_TZ_T represents tool coordinate.

4.2.1 Mature bunch identification
Through analyzing the color feature of the image acquired from the camera (Figure 6a), the R-G color model is adopted to intensify the difference between the target fruit and background. According to the column pixels grey statistics, the candidate area of fruit bunch is selected from the R-G image (Figure 6b). Then the CogPMAAlignTool contained in the Cognex VisionPro image processing classlib is used for the fruits’ identifying from the bunch (Figure 6c), with the single fruit template of scaling (0.8, 1.2), rotating (-\pi, \pi) and accepted score 0.36.

4.2.2 3-D position location
According to the deviation between the top fruit’s center and image center, the base joint and forearm joint of manipulator are controlled to change the posture of camera base on vision servo algorithm so that the two centers in image coincide approximately. After aiming the fruit, the laser sensor is triggered to measure the distance \(D_{laser}\) between the vision system and the fruit. As the Equation (1), the accurate coordinate \((X_{wi}, Y_{wi}, Z_{wi})\) of the periphery fruits could be obtained on the basis of the distance \(D_{laser}\), the transition matrix \(X_{-1}\) between the camera and the manipulator and the joint angels \(\{\theta_1, \theta_2, ..., \theta_6\}\) of manipulator.

\[
P_{si} = \begin{bmatrix} X_{st} \\ Y_{st} \\ Z_{st} \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} = \{\theta_1, \theta_2, ..., \theta_6\} X^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ D_{laser} \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]  

(1)

4.3 Picking end-effector
4.3.1 Stalk mechanical feature measurement
In order to improve the design accuracy of picking end-effector, the mechanical features of tomato stalk were measured, including frictional coefficient and cutting force. The measuring methods and results were introduced particularly in [18]. The static friction coefficient \(f_s\) between stalk and rubber is 0.48. The maximal cutting force with double blade is 17.52 N. And the weight \(G\) of tomato bunch is less than 0.8 kg. If the end-effector could reliably hold and cut the tomato stalk, the pressure \(F_N\) on stalk should satisfy the following Equation (2):

\[
\begin{align*}
G & \leq F_y \ast F_N \\
F_y & \leq F_N
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

4.3.2 Design of end-effector
The end-effector model is shown in Figure 7. The double cutter is used to cut the stalk, and the grasper fixed with cutters close or open to hold or release the stalk. The driving cylinder pull (or push) the active cutter to rotate. According to the mechanical feature measurement, the SMC CD55B20-30 cylinder is selected and the driving air pressure should be more than 0.3 MPa.

![Figure 7: Picking end-effector]

5 Test and analysis

5.1 Field test

A field test was implemented in greenhouse of Beijing Special Vegetable Grand, 9:00-11:00, on December 18, 2015. Thirty bunches of tomato in 3 plant rows were selected as the test objects. Because all the leaves in harvesting region had been removed, which was the normal management for longevity tomato, the case of overlapped fruit bunch was ignored.

![Field test picture](Image)

Figure 8 Field test picture

5.2 Test results

5.2.1 Successful harvesting rate

Among the 30 mature tomato bunches, 25 ones were successfully harvested, so the successful rate was about 83%. However, the robot attempted for 42 times to harvest 30 bunches tomato, which means every successful harvest averagely need 1.4 times attempt because of serial operating mistakes. The harvesting attempt times was shown in Table 1. Among successfully harvested bunches, 18 ones were attempted for once, 6 ones for twice, and 4 ones for three times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Harvesting attempt results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attempt times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total attempt times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The serial causes of the 12 times failed attempt were shown as Table 2. The failed attempt of 7 times was caused from end-effector’s unreliable holding. Therefore the improvement on the end-effector is urgent to make it more compact and forceful so that less collision with plant stem happens and the bunch stalk can be grasped more strongly. Failed attempt because of the robot’s limited workspace happened 3 times. When a mature bunch at the edge of view field was located by robot after it stopped to harvest a bunch in its view field center, the marginal bunch would be more likely out of the robot’s workspace. However, this kind of mistake didn’t directly cause the bunch’s failed harvesting, because the bunch would move near to the view field center when robot stepped ahead. The mistake that the mature bunch was not found after robot stopped to identify happened 2 times, and the bunch would miss being harvested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Mistake attempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Harvesting efficiency

The field test lasted over 25 min including robot moving along rail, and all the harvesting attempt of 42 times spent 10.3 min excluding robot moving, and a single successful harvesting cycle cost 8 s, and the time cost of every task process was shown in Table 3. Except time cost of robot moving, the visual unit to identify and aim the target bunch cost the most time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Time cost composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Results analysis

The failed harvest attempt was mainly caused from the collision between end-effector and plant stem, which meant it was not enough only to get the target position information in the unstructured greenhouse condition, but the 3-D information of plant stem and fruit stalk’s posture were also needed. So a collision-free motion planning of the manipulator is urgent to research in the future. Besides, in order to successfully harvest the fruit bunch at the edge of robot’s view field, a more intelligent vehicle could be useful, which is supposed to assist the vision unit to aim the target through its moving ahead or back so that the manipulator’s work space could totally cover the harvest region.

As described in section 5.2.2, the robot’s moving cost too much time, although slow moving is beneficial for identifying the mature fruit. Besides, the robot needed spend 3/8 time cost on aiming the target, so a more efficient algorithm is necessary to improve robot’s efficiency. However, the commercial manipulator of DENSO VS-6556G is acceptable on accuracy and efficiency, and the fruit collector is also useful for manipulator to shorten the distance to release the fruit harvested and to reduce time cost of the single harvest cycle.

About the practical benefit and cost of the robotic harvester application, the performance of the robot is still not acceptable for commercial usage. It is supposed to be used only in the large-scale greenhouse where there is enough space for its moving at the plant row end. However, the prototype machine could intelligently work in greenhouse as expected, based on the present innovation on some key technology. And the future research would mainly focus on improving its efficiency and reliability until it performs as a commercial product.
6 Conclusions

A new robot for harvesting cherry tomato bunch in particular cultivating mode was introduced in this paper. As a functional model, the robot could automatically move on the rail, identify and locate the mature bunch, hold and separate the target, even collect the fruit harvested. The field test results showed that the robot could successfully harvest 83% of the mature bunch prepared for test, although every successful harvest averagely need 1.4 times attempt. And a single successful harvesting cycle cost 8 s excluding time on moving. The future work on the robot will focus on conflict-free end-effector and rapid-aim vision unit.
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